The articles in this issue of Buildings & Landscapes speak to topics, themes, and subjects that students of vernacular architecture and cultural landscapes hold dear. Our authors examine connections between vernacular architectures of place and migration and the ties of vernacular architecture to the role we play in both interpreting and preserving local monuments. They add to our knowledge of topics little studied in vernacular architecture, including contemporary housing vernaculars and historical industrial landscapes, and address subjects that we thought we knew inside out, such as urban slavery in the antebellum south. We are also very pleased to be able to publish in this issue articles and reviews written by both longstanding friends of the Vernacular Architecture Forum and scholars new to our organization and its publications.
Recent legislation passed by the State of Arizona has once again propelled immigration to the foreground of the American consciousness. Immigration and its ties to (and effects on) place are familiar themes to the readers of this journal and its predecessor, Perspectives in Vernacular Architecture. Jim Buckley and Bill Littmann in the Viewpoint essay on Latino landscapes in the Central Valley of California, and Sarah Lopez in her article on the remittance house in rural Mexico, ask us to think about contemporary Mexican immigrants and migrants, which is not a community that we have featured much in our pages to this point. Buckley and Littmann highlight Parlier, the town inhabited by about 11,000 migrant farmworkers (an accurate count is difficult to achieve) that VAFers visited during the 2008 conference in Fresno. This essay, which asserts the importance of places like Parlier to the study of vernacular architecture, vividly contrasts the fecundity of the Central Valley and the wealth of agribusiness with the poverty of Latino immigrants in this community-one of the poorest in the Golden State. The authors place the varieties of housing in context as they help us understand the intersecting cultural landscapes of modern immigration (and migration), government-sponsored housing, and food production in the Central Valley of California.
Sarah Lopez takes us to San Miguel Hidalgo, a village in Jalisco, Mexico, full of grand homes built by men (and some women) using wages earned in the United States. Lopez names these buildings "remittance houses" in reference to a widespread economic process, the remitting of wages across national borders, that enables some migrant workers to build dream houses in their hometowns. Despite the importance of transmitting funds to the transnational building economy, this topic has received almost no attention from scholars. By grounding her sophisticated theoretical analysis in fieldwork, Lopez shows us the importance of culture as well as economy in transnational building practice. The houses are built over time, using local and imported methods of construction and displaying a variety of styles and physical characteristics. The intent is not to realize economic gain on investment (although the monies transmitted are crucial to village economies) but rather to display architectural aspirations. The resulting house is in effect a form of cultural capital, acquired by living abroad. Not all dreams come true, or at least in the manner envisioned, as Lopez explains using a case study of the Robles family. Twelve children grow up in a two-room adobe home; two brothers renovate and enlarge this home, but their mother prefers to use her old kitchen and sleep in her old bedroom. A younger brother builds a new house for an imagined family that doesn't show up; marta gutman and louis p. nelson
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These two essays highlight the importance of seeing beyond our own-meaning U.S. political-boundaries. Lopez's work especially is an example of the international material that strengthens our understanding of our field beyond simply topical expansion; Buckley and Littmann (and Lopez) also ask us to look at contemporary housing vernaculars with open minds and eyes. Both of these papers point to the connection between vernacular architectures of place and migration and movement; in this way these papers shed new light on the now-classic work in our field on the architectures of immigration in early America, particularly the Germans in Pennsylvania. These papers also remind us of our ethical responsibilities as scholars and our commitments as activists. Who can forget the request Bill made as the tour bus drove into Parlier-to not take any photographs because an image might expose, however unintentionally, a resident to the unwanted scrutiny of immigration authorities? The essays (and the visit to Parlier) also make it difficult to avoid questions like these: What is a just price for food? A fair wage for manual labor? A humane immigration or public housing policy?
Catherine Bishir directs us to the architecture of urban slavery in the antebellum South-a subject that historians thought they understood fairly well. The focus on the Bellamy Mansion in Wilmington, North Carolina, introduces places and cityscapes that complicate prior understandings of this topic (in the main based on examples in Charleston, South Carolina). The Bellamy Mansion is interpreted as a physical symbol of the interdependent society and economy that made possible the construction of such a grand place, commissioned by a wealthy white doctor (also a plantation owner) at the crest of the antebellum building boom. Designed by northern white architects and built by white and black workers, some of whom were enslaved, the author argues that the house and its dependencies, including the slave quarter, embodied the way urban slavery operated in Wilmington. In the mansion, as in the city, blacks and whites moved through shared and separate spaces, set up but not entirely controlled by white rules and privileges.
The in-depth, fine-grained scrutiny of the Bellamy Mansion suggests the need to look with fresh eyes at the urban history of the antebellum South-with eyes that recognize Charleston is only one among several examples rather than the paradigmatic one. The Wilmington example also shows the need to reexamine relationships between slave experience in cities and on plantations. The essay also points to ironies in the slave side of the story: we witness very skilled, enslaved craftsmen who negotiate the terms of employment with slaveholders and move about a city with relative freedom to build structures where enslaved African Americans are housed. Irony is too weak a word; in the end, we are left questioning the truism in western civilization that "city air makes men free."
Malka Simon brings us to another place: the port facilities in Red Hook in the southwestern corner of Brooklyn, New York. The author tackles the dynamics of change in industrial districts by comparing two different landscapes in the Red Hook port, called a "walled city" in the nineteenth century. In the 1840s, investors began to make this place a center for storage for the Port Authority of New York and thus created a landscape that was subject to changes in regional and national flows of goods as well as in transportation, communication, and construction technologies. Illustrated with remarkable photographs, probably new to many even in this audience, the author contrasts warehouses (called "stores"), grain elevators, docks, and basins constructed in the nineteenth century with their intended replacements, built between 1900 and 1920. This research will be welcome to students of vernacular architecture because it adds to our knowledge of understudied settings and subjects, especially nineteenth-century storehouses and grain elevators. The author also contrasts the financial success of initial endeavors with the financial failure of subsequent developments to make an important point: it is hard to impose a new, modern scale and structure on an industrial landscape with a physical fabric and a set of connections developed in another era.
The power of monumental architecture in cities and towns is recognized by Stephanie May de Montigny, who analyzes the way in which local communities enlist their historic monuments to frame the stories of a collective past. The focus of her essay is the Grand Opera House in Oshkosh, Wisconsin, built in the late nineteenth century by men made wealthy through the timber business. The author argues that the theater, intended to exude class-based cultural authority, also demonstrated the determination of city builders to make an up-to-date, progressive town. After discussing the history of the building, which fell on hard times in the middle of the last century, the author shows that the opera house occupies a contested place in contemporary civic life in Oshkosh. Preservationists called on nostalgic, gendered representations of elite experience in the late nineteenth century to build support for restoration of the building. The stories told were exclusive, although the movement for preservation was not. With women in the lead, the author emphasizes that the campaign to save the opera house helped transform it into a building that at least has the potential to diversify civic life in Oshkosh and revitalize the town.
With this issue we begin the expanded book review section, announced in the last issue. You'll find six reviews of books that discuss vernacular architecture in local, national, and international contexts. Last issue, we also announced we intended to publish reader responses to work in Buildings & Landscapes. We allocated the pages, and so far we're still waiting, wondering whether when-even if-the postman will deliver your letter. We want to dedicate space to the critical debates in the field, defending the right to dissent, a long-standing value in our community. We'd like to know what you're thinking about, so please send us your thoughts-the sooner the better. You may also visit the new B&L Facebook page (http://www.facebook.com/Buildings.Landscapes) to post a comment and join the already lively online discussion.
